
VICTORIA COMMITTEE TO END HOMELESSNESS 
 
Minutes of MEETING OCTOBER 3, 2012 
Present:  Chris K (in chair) Trudy, Susan, Hannah, Diane, 
Heather, Paul, David Tat and Alison (minutes). 
 
1. Thanks to the Lekwungen people for allowing us to meet on 
their unceded territory. Introductions.  Minutes of meetings Sept.  
12 and 19 . No meeting Sept 26 due to staff meeting at Our 
Place. Alison will confirm our dates with Our Place. 
 
2. NEWS FROM THE STREET: 
a/ Paul related his week in Wilkinson jail.  Continual surveillance, 
much boredom but good food. 
b/ David  reported  that Peter Hammond, the manager, has left 
View Towers,  replaced by Anne Corcoran.  Lots of new paint 
etc. but the usual lack of concern for repairs and upkeep.  
 
3. TRUDY'S DISSERTATION. 
Trudy explained  there will be three parts to it: how the 
committee works, its history and interviews with participants.  
She is receiving no funding from any agency and will start 
interviews etc immediately. 
Moved by Alison, seconded by Chris, that the committee 
supports her dissertation. UNANIMOUS APPROVAL. 
 
4. WOODWYN.  Dianne reported there is to be a donation from a 
disaster relief agency.  Alison will invite Richard Leblanc to our 
Oct. 10 meeting in Our Place (CONFIRMED THAT HE WILL 
COME) 
 
5. FOCUS magazine: Diane reported interesting article about 
Police Chief Graham. Susan will write to FOCUS supporting their 
fight for freedom of information on city matters. 
 
 6. ROCK BAY 
a/ Hannah reported unofficial news about harm reduction 
supplies being made available at Rock Bay, with VIHA support. 
b/ St. John the Divine will provide  shelter mats from Nov. 1 to 
April 
BUT applicants will have to sign up for them at Rock Bay at 3 
pm!! This is because of the Good Neighbourhood Agreement, 
which is concerned about crowds gathering on Pandora.  Alison 



will call in Faith in Action and a St. John the Divine community 
activist to see if  changes can be made to allow access without 
going to Rock Bay.   
c/  Sooke is getting an Insite facility. 
d/  TAPS is launching a Raise the Rates campaign October 11 
and wants people to sign up for living on the disability pittance. 
e/ Hannah's next Food and Feedback dinner Oct. 18 at the 
Synagogue, with TAPS John Cook and Stephen Portman a 
guests. 
f/ The group producing the Survival Guide is going ahead. 
g/ The Art Gallery and downtown Library are inviting street folk to 
act as "living books" for a November event.  The committee 
encouraged Paul to take up the offer. 
h/ Hannah wished to clarify that Thomas Fisher, who frequented 
Rock Bay and recently died of burns, did gladly accept make use 
of shelters when he felt the need, contrary to some press 
reports.  
 
7/ OUR PLACE BOARD 
Susan has offered to join  the Our Place Society with the 
eventual hope of getting on the board.  General encouragement. 
 
8/ SURVEILLANCE TECHNIQUES.  Heather circulated an article 
about new tactics and equipment. 
 
9/ MINUTES:  Trudy, Susan and Heather all offered to take 
minutes Oct. 10 and when Alison quits the secretary job Dec. 31! 
 
10/ THANKSGIVING MEALS - notice circulated. 11/ Pass the hat 
raised $23.66. 
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